
#beforenothing 

before nothing - questionnaire [matilde tomat] 
 
date _________________________ location _________________________________________ 

gender ________________ age ______________  nationality __________________________ 

ethnicity _______________________ education _____________________________________________ 

frequency of viewing art: daily / weekly / monthly / yearly 

viewer artistic background : 

training / experienced / attendance to museum / working in the art field (not as an artist) 

if an artist, which practice, style, genre, medium ____________________________________________ 

last time you watched art: where? ___________________________________________________ 

what? ____________________________________________________ 

when? ____________________________________________________ 

how did you feel? __________________________________________ 

 

about me, my practice and why I am here 
I am a writer, photographer, artist and existential eclectic psychotherapist and my practice is based in Lancashire. I                  
have mainly produced work (whether in written or visual form) which has explored the ideas of identity, memory,                  
legacy, all from a macro-perspective and in full awareness. Most of my work stems from self-reflection, backed by                  
academic research, substantiated by experimental practice, developed by critique and then presented with the              
support of diverse resources, including presentations and workshops. 
During these past 2 years, as a mature art student, I have seen my practice deepen, develop, expand and find its own                      
rightful shape and direction. This is not a finished journey by all means: the practise is in constant evolution. 
At the moment I am working on my Final Major Project, which is the scope of this Research. This opportunity will                     
then inform the final piece as part of my practice-based research on the concepts of seeing and being seen. The FMP,                     
titled “Do you see me?” aims to be a translation in visual form of the literary emotional journey as described in my                      
latest book, now in the final draft stage. I am seeing self-portraiture under different lights and as emotional and                   
tri-dimensional experiences.  
 
This project comes as a sum of various aspects I am interested in exploring in-depth.  I am thinking about: 

- observing vs gazing, especially when gazing is explained by Lacan in connection with shame and invidia; 
- the reader as potential voyeur as transposed in the spectator / viewer watching the artist creating a piece; 
- the reaction of the viewer to the movement of the artist when compared to the stillness of the final piece; 
- artistic pleasure: both the viewer watching, and the artist being watched; 
- the Hawthorne Effect: will I, and if so to what extent, change my own mark-making knowing that I am being                    

watched? 
- book is fictional vs drawing which is real; 
- drawing (as much as writing) is normally a solitary experience / psychic retreat (the creation of an                 

emotionally safe place) while this is a public act; 
- human / anthropogenic zoo : I am there, as “The Artist” / “The Writer” to be seen, watched, prodded,                   

perceived as “The Other” (especially when this “Other” is contextualised in this historical period - see Brexit,                 
identity labelling, etc); 

- a real creative live experience amongst the created ad hoc lives on social media. 
 
You can find more about me on matildetomat.com, on insta @matilde_tomat and fb @matildetomatartist 
 

 
Thank you for taking the time to fill in this questionnaire!  

  



#beforenothing 

time now ________________________ duration of your visit __________________________ 

what is the artist doing while you are watching _________________________________________________ 

what are your expectations ________________________________________________________________ 

your level of emotion at the beginning :  

joy / peace / enthusiasm / happiness / optimism / contentedness / playfulness / NEUTRAL 

boredom / irritation / frustration / disappointment / worry / anger / jealousy / fear 

has your emotion changed during viewing the piece ______________  

from __________________ to __________________________ 

would you consider this an aesthetic experience ________________________________________________ 

how aware are you of what is really going on __________________________________________________ 

who is in control, you or the artist ___________________________________________________________ 

would you consider this an autotelic experience (an end in itself) __________________________________ 

how concentrated is the artist ______________________________________________________________ 

what is she feeling - what is she experiencing - what is she thinking ________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

is she having fun - are you having fun __________________________    ____________________________ 

do you like watching ______________________________________________________________________ 

do you feel any curiosity ___________________________________________________________________ 

do you experience any physical / emotional / psychological reaction? _______________________________ 

who is The Other _________________________________________________________________________ 

would you compare this piece with any past culture of the art _____________________________________ 

would you relate this piece to other works of art _______________________________________________ 

are the colours important to you ____________________________________________________________ 

is the composition important to you _________________________________________________________ 

do you need / try to understand the work _____________________________________________________ 

do you try to understand what the artist is doing _______________________________________________ 

is the work an extension of the artist _________________________________________________________ 

do you lose track of time ___________________________________________________________________ 

would you like to be closer _________________________________________________________________ 

would you like to ask any question ___________________________________________________________ 

are you focused on the artist at work or in the piece she is making _________________________________ 

is there anything else you would like to add ___________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

pls use #beforenothing on facebook + instagram --- thank you! 


